A 030
   ROY 05L/23R UNGROoved.
A 080
   VISIBILITY OF BCN SHIELDED TO THE NORTH.
A 110-001
   NO JET ENGINE MAINTENANCE RUNS BETWEEN 0000-0600.
A 110-002
   NG PPR FOR LGD CTC VS52-9181 C(919)664-9181.
A 110-003
   NG 24 HR PPR FOR JET ACFT & TRANS MIL ACFT - 919-840-7510.
A 110-010
   RSTD: PPR FOR ALL MILITARY AIRCRAFT F/W - R/W & UNSCHEDULED CHARTER FLIGHTS WITH 30 OR MORE PASSENGERS. 24 HR PN RQR FOR MIL PRACTICE APCH. CTC ARPT OPS 919-840-7510 OR RDU APP C919-380-3125. 24 HR PN RQR FOR PPR FOR ALL F/W AND R/W MIL ACFT GOING TO ARNG RAMP. POC C919-840-661-6200. OSACOM FLT DET C919-840-661-6202.
A 110-011
   ARPT CLSD TO AIRSHIPS.
A 110-012
   TWY F5 IS CLSD UFN.
A 110-013
   ALL TGD V AIRCRAFT TXG ON TWY A ARE RSTD TO TAXI SPD OF 15 MPH.
A 110-018
   APN TXL F BTN TWY T1 AND TWY T7 CLSD TO ACFT WITH WINGSPAN MORE THAN 171 FT.
109 LAST INSPI: 06/28/2023
111 INSPECTOR: ( F )
# Airport Master Record

**Airport Name:** RDU  
**State:** NC  
**County:** FAA Site NR:** 17035*A  
**Region/ADO:** ASO/MEM  
**7 Sect Aero Cht:**

## General

- **Owner:**
- **Address:**
- **Phone Number:**
- **Manager:**
- **Address:**
- **Phone Number:**
- **Attendance Schedule:**

## Services

- **Fuel:**
- **Airframe Repair:**
- **Power Plant Repair:**
- **Bottle Oxygen:**
- **Bulk Oxygen:**
- **TSNT Storage:**
- **Other Services:**

## Facilities

- **Runway Data:**
  - **Runway Indent:**
  - **Length:**
  - **Width:**
  - **Surf Type-Cond:**
  - **Surf Treatment:**
  - **Elevation:**
  - **Acreage:**
  - **Right Traffic:**
  - **Non-Comm Landing:**

## Operations

- **Air Carrier:**
- **Air Taxi:**
- **General Aviation Local:**
- **General Aviation International:**
- **Military:**
- **Ultra-Light:**
- **Jet:**
- **Single Engine:**
- **Multi Engine:**
- **Total:**

## Obstruction Data

- **50 FAR 139 Index:**
- **51 Displaced THR:**
- **52 CTLG Obstrn:**
- **53 Obstrn Marked/LGTD:**
- **54 HGT Above RWY End:**
- **55 Dist From RWY End:**
- **56 CNTRLN Offset:**
- **57 Obstrn Clnc Slope:**
- **58 Close-In Obstrn:**

## Declared Distances

- **59 Take Off Run Avbl (TORA):**
- **60 Take Off Dist Avbl (TODA):**
- **61 ACLT Stop Dist Avbl (ASDA):**
- **62 LNDG Dist Avbl (LDA):**

## Remarks

- **A 110-020** TWY D CLOSD TO ACFT WITH WINGSPAN MORE THAN 171 FT WHEN TWY G AND H ARE OCCUPIED.
- **A 110-021** TRML 1 ACFT MUST CTC ATC ON 121.9 PRIOR TO PUSH ONTO TWY A. TRML 2 ACFT MUST CTC RAMP TWR ON 130.175 PRIOR TO PUSH. NORTH CARGO APRON ADG IV OR V ACFT MUST CTC ATC ON 121.9 PRIOR TO PUSH.
- **A 110-022** TWY C BTN TWY F AND G IS RSTRD TO ACFT LESS THAN A MAX GROSS TKOF WEIGHT OF 490000 LBS.

---

**Inspector:** (F)  
**Last Inspect:** 06/28/2023  
**Last Info Req:**